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Granton & District Community Council 
Meeting minutes - 30 January 2017 

(Approved on Feb meeting) 
 

 
In attendance: Fred Marinello (Chair), George Gordon, Tony Anderson, 
Donald McDonald, Mizan Rahman, Kashif Ather, Jill Tateyarkh, Anne 
Reid, Lloyd Langley, Vicki Redpath, Suzanne Ebel (Minutes) 

 
1. Chairman’s Remarks 

The Chair welcomed those attending. 
 

2. Apologies 
Apologies were received from Deidre Brock MP, Lorna Forsyth 
and Martin Whyte. 
 

3. Minutes of Previous Meeting  
a. Matters Arising from Previous Minutes 

There were no matters arising. The Minutes were moved 
by Donald McDonald and seconded by Jill Tateyarkh. 
 

4. Police Report 
PC Lawrence reported that there had been some incidents to 
report in Boswall (shed break-ins and an attempted house-
breaking) and again advised everyone to remember to take 
adequate protective measures. He also reported that there had 
been some successes: the mobile patrol apprehended a male 
who had broken into Lidl, with the stolen goods. A 20 yo female 
and a 21 yo male were arrested for the sale and supply of 
cannabis and a 13 yo male had been reported for setting off the 
fire alarm at the Royston and Wardieburn Community Centre 
and had been banned from the centre. 
 
PC Lawrence advised that despite the boundary changes, it was 
‘business as usual’ for the Community Police officers based at 
Drylaw Police Station. 
 
PC Lawrence was asked if Drylaw had received any formal 
complaints about the dog deaths linked to the Forth Quarter Park 
and he advised that there not been any nor would it be a police 
matter unless it was clear that there was a criminal act such as 
illegal rat poison traps or anti-freeze being left deliberately. 
 

5. Elected Member Report 
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Councillor Vicki Redpath was able to provide an update on the 
dog deaths in the Forth Quarter Park. Contrary to social media 
reports, there were only two official deaths as reported by vets. 
No other vets had come forward with evidence nor had any other 
formal complaints been made to CEC. One of the dogs that died 
was elderly and had been on medication for a long-standing 
illness, which caused internal bleeding. The vet had no real 
concern that the dog had been affected by anything in the Park. 
The other dog’s owner had been contacted and asked if they 
would give permission to share that cause of death and this was 
awaited. Councillor Redpath urged any concerned owner to 
make a formal complaint to the council so that the Environmental 
Health Services could follow up. She added that as far as 
Environmental Services were concerned they had not found 
anything to indicate that there was a problem in the Park. 
 
Councillor Redpath also reported on progress that had been 
made in relation to north Edinburgh motorcycle crime. A 
response had been received from the Lord Advocate to Alex 
Cole-Hamilton’s letter on behalf of the MSPs. This indicated that 
everything that could be done in a legal sense was being done 
but all parties involved continue to find a workable solution to the 
problem. It is not being ignored. 
 
Councillor Redpath advised that she is not standing for re-
election in May due to family circumstances, which involves 
moving to Orkney. 
 
 

6. Secretary’s Report 
a. Nothing to report. 
 

7. Treasurer’s Report 
a. Nothing to report. 

 
8. EDI Report 

Nothing submitted. 
 

9. Neighbourhood Partnership Report 
George advised that the CEC/Robertson Homes planning 
application had been published. The development is bigger than 
GDCC had been told and GDCC had been listed as a consultee 
but this is incorrect and the Planning Department had been 
informed accordingly. In face CEC/Robertson Homes had been 
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invited back to do a consultation. There is also no community 
benefit apparent in the application/plans but there are no real 
grounds for an objection. 
 
The other new Robertson Homes development at Crewe 
Gardens is going to result in further potentially dangerous traffic 
issues and congestion when it commences. It is unclear as to 
whether or not a traffic management assessment has been 
undertaken. Councillor Redpath will query this with the 
appropriate department and report back. 
 

10. Other Business 
a. The prospective Edinburgh Northern and Leith Scottish 

Youth Parliament candidate Tony Anderson made a 
presentation explaining his background and setting out his 
manifesto pledges. He took questions from the floor 
afterwards. Tony was formerly the Dundee West MSYP. 
You can contact him through twitter @Tony4SYP or by 
email: tonysypcandidate2017@gmail.com or through 
facebook – Tony Anderson SYP for Edinburgh Northern 
and Leith for further information. 

b. A question was raised about the 20 mph signs that had 
been put up on Lower Granton Road but the flashing sign 
outside the Hospice was still reading 30 mph. Signs have 
also been erected on the private land and perhaps should 
not have been. Councillor Redpath agreed to pass these 
queries onto the relevant CEC department.  

c. An attendee asked what was being done about the 
sewerage smell at Wardie Dell. This is due to a fractured 
pipe. There were some issues as to whose responsibility it 
was to make the repairs and this has been resolved. 

d. A stretch of fence has fallen down on Pilton Drive and it is 
partially blocking the pavement. As there is a steep 
embankment on one side, it requires a repair. Councillor 
Redpath added this to her CEC queries. 

e. Mizan Rahman updated the group on the work that he had 
been doing to publicise the CC and on the new website. As 
much of the relevant material as possible has been 
migrated and there is also a facebook page – 
www.facebook.com/grantonanddistrictcc and twitter 
account www.twitter.com/grantonCC.  
 
There was discussion about purchasing a domain name 
and Mizan is authorised to spend up to £150 for a domain 
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name and hosting service. It was suggested that a ‘.scot’ 
domain name is purchased. Also that it should be shorter if 
possible. 
 
In relation to a logo, it was pointed out that a competition 
had been held some time ago and an image of the Granton 
lighthouse had won. If this can be found in the archives 
then it may be possible to use this. 
 
It was suggested that the PCHP Community Map should 
be linked to the website as it lists local organisations and 
their activities. 
 
Mizan asked if there were any plans for community events 
this year and it was suggested that serious consideration is 
given to reviving the Gala Day perhaps in conjunction with 
Muirhouse and Pilton, in a suitable location in one of these 
wards. 
 

11. Date and time of next meeting 
Monday 27 February 2017, Royston and Wardieburn Community 
Centre, at 7pm. 

 


